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To all readers around the world,


PDF Drive is something special. It is like a library or a public park. It is a place we can all go to think, to learn, to share our knowledge with others for no cost since 2014.

However our funds are becoming limited, we wish to keep PDF Drive thriving for years to come, to preserve free, accessible knowledge to our users and even expand to be able to provide for those beyond the scope of the interweb.

In this case, we are asking for your help. A donation of any size would help PDF Drive reach goals that will help more than just its users.


As we wish to continue growing PDF Drive, we hope you accept our request. We appreciate you, regardless of your situation to help, and will continue providing current services as is.

Thank you for taking the time to read. We are grateful for your time and consideration.

Wishing you all the best,

The PDF Drive Team




Using Cryptocurrencies:

BTC: bc1qxv7ant7507h8klx2w8uwnksudu3ky6fpdqt5t3 
ETH: 0x2381c4ace20c6A7c5F9828bd728792A867E34Aa6 
BNB (Smart chain): 0x2381c4ace20c6A7c5F9828bd728792A867E34Aa6 
AVAX: 0x2381c4ace20c6A7c5F9828bd728792A867E34Aa6 
SOL: 5vvZcGYGeUahcYx2fEHB4WaKMCuFtYNQakpkMyA8wPfM
TETHER USD (ERC20): 0x2381c4ace20c6A7c5F9828bd728792A867E34Aa6 
TETHER USD (TRC20): TAM2D1ZmJkf4CYZnjETxuPWysdrzeBFX6a 



Where your donation goes?

Technology:
 Servers, bandwidth, maintenance, development. PDF Drive is the 3,383th most visited website in the world, and it runs on a fraction of what other top websites spend.

People and Projects:
 The other top websites have thousands of employees. We have 5 staff to support a wide variety of projects, making your donation a great investment in a highly-efficient not-for-profit organization.
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